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Wanna be's and gonna be's
Is this the day that you're gonna seize
Or maybe just sit around waiting for that call

Time is cheap but it ain't free
Let another day just fall through me
Winding up, staying up, staring at the wall

Feel the motion 'cos your head is spinning like a top
Taste the ocean 'cos the flavor's there in every drop

You told me that all of your angels and demons
Are constantly kicking and fighting and screaming
There's no light and there's no sound
Bet you wanna drag the sunrise down

You tell me it feels like you're running in circles
And all the time they keep raising the hurdles
Out of sight and underground
You're dreaming, you're gonna drag the sunrise down

You know the light can hypnotize
So shut it out and close your eyes
You're paranoid, can't avoid, living in denial

You curse the sun, it fills the sky
Spiraling down as it passes by
Dreaming and scheming and sinking in the night, yeah,
yeah

Feel the motion 'cos your head is spinning like a top
Taste the ocean 'cos the flavor's there in every drop

You told me that all of your angels and demons

Are constantly kicking and fighting and screaming
There's no light and there's no sound
Bet you wanna drag the sunrise down

You tell me it feels like you're running in circles
And all the time they keep raising the hurdles
Out of sight and underground
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You're dreaming, you're gonna drag the sunrise down

Time is on your side
You hide behind the tainted smile
But it' s there deep in your eyes
Drop the blade and look inside
Only you can find the light

You told me that all of your angels and demons
Are constantly kicking and fighting and screaming
There's no light and there's no sound
Bet you wanna drag the sunrise down

You tell me it feels like you're running in circles
And all the time they keep raising the hurdles
Out of sight and underground
You're dreaming, you're gonna drag the sunrise

You told me that all of your angels and demons
Are constantly kicking and fighting and screaming
There's no light and there's no sound
Bet you wanna drag the sunrise down

You tell me it feels like you're running in circles
And all the time they keep raising the hurdles
Out of sight and underground
You're dreaming, you're gonna drag the sunrise
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